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The Arranged Omega: MM Gay
Shifter Mpreg Romance

It was supposed to be simple: one omega, one alpha, a fake marriage. Then he fell in love.Bailey
has a dilemma: the alpha werewolf his father wants him to marry is a jerk. So he jumps at the
opportunity to fake a marriage with alpha werewolf Leon, whose inheritance hangs in the balance.At
first Leon seems like nothing but a rich player, one Bailey should stay away from. As Bailey spends
more time with him, he finds him irresistibleâ€¦ and soon he has fallen completely. The hard part is
trusting that Leon feels the same wayâ€”especially since their marriage has an end date.With an
angry ex on Baileyâ€™s tail and Leonâ€™s sister in trouble, theyâ€™ll have to face their obstacles
together, married or not. Because together theyâ€™ll form a family bond that cannot be
broken.Note: this novel contains mpreg or male pregnancy, as well as mentions of mature subject
matter. Reader discretion is advised.
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There are lots of fake marriage books out there but this one was especially good and very sweet. I

enjoyed the way the guys fell for each other, things happening over time. With the story told from
Bailey's perspective we take on his doubts and concerns about the relationship, without having
Leon's POV. All the issues and doubts that Bailey raises are good ones and the reasons and
hesitations he has about not discussing them with Leon are all valid and not just hysterical
obsessing. Leon is a great guy--the perfect hot guy with a generous, open, loving heart that every
gal wants for her own. The mpreg part was very sweet and the method of birth is a very unusual
one. There is some drama that happens to them that's outside the marriage issue but it's pretty
easy to spot ahead of time and really didn't add anything to the story. There are a few books with
the Omega title in a loose series all set in the same world. While you don't have to read any of the
earlier ones to read this one, I thought that the first one gave a lot more worldbuilding than this one
and that would have added to the story. All in all though, this was a nice, easy, sweet read.

The Arranged Omega is an MM Mpreg Shifter Romance by M.H. Silver. The Arranged Omega is a
great book filled with plenty of twists and turns and lots of chemistry between Leon and Bailey. In
this world that M.H. Silver has created the Alphas have all the power in a marriage and the omegas
have none. Where the alpha could beat up and abuse their spouse, and nobody would say or do
anything and arranged marriages were still very common and made for power and gain. Leon is an
alpha werewolf who is looking for an omega to have a fake marriage with so that he can get his
inheritance. The terms are easy he has to stay married for one year, not fall for or have sex with the
omega that agrees to help him and look like they are in love during public appearances. Should be
easy. However, he didnâ€™t count on the chemistry between him and the omega Bailey, which
makes things so much harder. Throw in Baileyâ€™s obsessed ex-fiancÃ© and Leonâ€™s sister that
is in trouble and you have lots of obstacles that they will have to overcome together. I loved The
Arranged Omega, and I know you will too. Thank you, M.H. Silver, for another great book. I received
this free book in exchange for an honest review.

I was given this novel in exchange for a honest review so here it is...The story line was strong and
amazing. The characters were well developed and Hot! Bailey was an omega who had been
promised to a dangerous, wealthy alpha. That alpha only wanted to get Bailey pregnant, but still
keep his philandering life. Luckily Bailey found another wealthy alpha that was looking for an omega
to join him in a fake marriage. Leon was a good man , a good alpha who believed in protectingHis
family, but his grandmother, in her will, demanded that he marry and have a heir in order to get all
his inheritance. Baileywas very willing in order to get awayFrom the first alpha. It was going to be a

tortuous year since neither one was supposed to have sex. As the daysWent on their attraction
became stronger towards one another. Their mixedFeelings of what was happening onlyCaused
doubt especially with Bailey. Then Bailey forgot one of his birthControl pills and he soon knew he
was pregnant . Afraid to tell Leon until LeonAdmits he was falling in love with Bailey. Leon was
ecstatic about the baby, putting a whole new twist on everything. ButProblems were on the horizon
when Leon's sister's husband came to destroy them as well as the first alpha that was trying to get
Bailey..,,Hot Sex, Love, and action of the fights to come. This was a love story that was meant to be.
Emotional and heart warming. Loved it.

Bailey was tired of being paraded around like a side of meat for the taking by any available alpha
but his father was only interested in getting rid of his last child to achieve the next rung up the ladder
of social climbing. Grant Tipper was the conceited alpha Joel Vasquez had picked for his son's
potential mate. And if Bailey didn't tow the mark he would wind up without a family or penny to his
name. Leon Hart was in about the same predicament. He'd inherited the family fortune but would
only finally get it when he mated an omega who would be willing to agree to a fake marriage with no
strings and no sex . Both Bailey and Leon had their own desperate reasons for going into this
arranged/pretend marriage. Neither expected what would or could happen. Neither seemed to be
able to tell the other what was truly in their hearts. Each had to overcome horrible family
circumstances to win the freedom each craved: Bailey to save his soul and Leon to save his sister.
Along the way both found the love they needed. For my honest opinion I got this story as an ARC
from the author.

I really enjoyed watching Bailey and Leon finding love when they least expected it in this fun and
quick paced book. Agreeing to a marriage of convenience to avoid spending his days tied to an
alpha who seemed to ooze sludge, Bailey had no idea the kind of temptation his husband would
present. I couldnâ€™t get enough of the delicious tension between Leon and Bailey as they blow
right past every boundary they set for themselves, unable to resist the attraction between them.
Baileyâ€™s frustration at being susceptible to alpha charm and the general helplessness of being
an omega in this society was almost tangible, and as the threat escalated, I loved watching
Leonâ€™s protective instincts surge to the forefront. This was such an entertaining take on
faked-to-feelings, itâ€™s a great choice for mpgreg fansâ€¦Please note that I received a
complimentary copy of this book in exchange for my honest review.
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